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A B S T R A C T

Analysis of phase separation under non-isothermal conditions in undercooled molten Co-Cu droplets has been
performed theoretically. The calculated microstructure length scales agree with the Cahn-Hilliard (CH) and
Langer-Bar-on-Miller (LBM) models, and experimental data. At moderate cooling rates V 10 10c

2 3 K/s, the
wave length t( )m of the fastest growing mode increases in time ( >t/ 0m ) in exact correspondence with the
isothermal LBM model. At high K/s, m slowly changes in time ( t/ 0m ) in agreement with the non-isothermal
CH model. At very highV 10 10c

5 8 K/s, initial decrease of m ( <t/ 0m ) is first predicted. Then m achieves
its maximum value in time ( =t/ 0m ) and starts to increase ( >t/ 0m ) at the later stage. The revealed effect
is examined and theoretically explained.

1. Introduction

Precipitation of the second phase from a uniform solid solution is
known starting from the original studies by Hillert [1], Cahn [2],
Skripov [3], Khachaturjan [4] and then by Ustinovshikov [5] and
Binder [6]. As emphasized by Hillert in [7], a discovery of modulated
microstructure became a new and partially unexpected result in an
attempt to receive a robust thermodynamical description of interphase
boundaries. The success in studying of this phenomenon known as
spinodal decomposition is partially due to possibility of direct experi-
mental observations. It was shown that the intensity I of X-ray scat-
tering is proportional to the amplitude of the structure factor [8]:

=I S k t d S t ir r k r^ ( , ) ( , )exp( · ), (1a)

= < >S t c t c tr r r r(| |, ) ( , ) ( , ) ,V0 0 (1b)

=c t c t cr r( , ) ( , ) ,0 (1c)

where S k t( , ) is the Fourier image of the two-point correlation function
S tr r(| |, )0 of fluctuations c tr( , ) of concentration c c, 0 is the initial
chemical composition, k is the wave vector, t is the time and the
averaging … is performed over volume V. In experiments [5,9,8,10],
the homogeneous solid solution decomposes via +1 2 in two

phases with formation of the modular +1 2 microstructure. Slow
decomposition controlled by solid-state diffusion with a typical diffu-
sion coefficient D of the order of 10 1012 11 m/s2.

Different phenomenological models of phase separation of solid
solutions were suggested in literature [1–6] with a simple dependence
of the free energy on temperature and concentration. The Cahn-Hilliard
(CH) model [2] predicts exponential growth of all infinitesimal fluc-
tuations c with the wave numbers <k kc. The critical wave number kc
defines the stability limit where all fluctuations with =k k / 2m c are
selected as the fastest growing mode. More recent experiments [5,6]
revealed that the dynamics of the structure factor is accompanied by a
shift of its maximum I k tmax| ( , )| to smaller k with time, i.e. <k t/ 0m .
Later on, Langer, Bar-on and Miller (LBM) suggested the extended
model [11] of phase separation accounted for fluctuations of chemical
composition. The non-isothermal separation was analyzed by Huston,
Cahn and Hilliard (CH) [12] and recently by Miranville et al. [13].

Phase separation was also widely experimentally studied in solidi-
fication of undercooled metallic melts [14]. During the last decade a
new effect in phase separation has been revealed [15] and later re-
confirmed [16,17]. If the particle size is about few nanometers then it
substantially changes both the stability of material in the miscibility
gap and its phase diagram. As a result, the binodal line can be dis-
continuous and phase separation does not occur in the samples sized
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between 1 and 10 nm unlike to the macroscopic ones. Recently [18]
separation in Co50Cu50 melts was analyzed using different quenching
techniques including electromagnetic levitation (EML), quenching on a
Pb-solder-coated copper chill substrate and splat-quenching. This pro-
vided new data on the kinetics of phase separation in the liquid state
especially at early stages due to extra high quenching rates of the order
of 106 K/s. For proper theoretical description of rapid phase separation
under such cooling rates, the hyperbolic model of spinodal decom-
position was suggested [19,20]. The model accounts for temporal re-
laxation of the diffusion flux and predicts non-linear behavior of the
amplification rate in consistency with experimental data.

During high-rate quenching, non-isothermal and transient effects
may drastically influence on the process of spinodal decomposition. We
assume that the transient temperature field in rapid quenching may
substantially shifts the maximum of the structure factor. This effect is
not predicted by the linear models [2,11] and is not accounted for by
the hyperbolic model [19]. To this end, the aim of this paper is analysis
of phase separation in undercooled metal melts under rapid quenching.
Comparison between the isothermal and non-isothermal cases is per-
formed and the effect of quenching rate on microstructure is revealed.
The analysis of phase separation in melts is compared to the results on
phase separation in solid solutions.

2. Microstructure analysis

The parameters of the conducted experiments [18] on phase se-
paration of deeply undercooled Co-Cu melts are as follow. Specimens of
Co50Cu50 were alloyed from high-purity Co (99.995%) and Cu
(99.999%) by electric arc melting under an Ar atmosphere at 980mbar.
The samples of about 1 g and 6mm in diameter were tested using the
EML technique in the chamber with He at 900mbar. After heating of
the sample above the melting temperature gas cooling by He is per-
formed with the cooling rate of about V 10 20c K/s. The first group
of samples was tested in this regime and undercoolings up to 120 K
were achieved. The second group was only slightly undercooled to
temperatures below the critical point and quenched by contacting them
with a Pb-coated copper substrate. For the third group of tests with
production of rapidly quenched samples a splat-cooling device [21] has
been installed below the levitation-coil system inside the EML chamber.
This splat-cooling device allows us to reach the quenching rate of the
order of 10 106 7 K/s.

Microstructure analysis was done using scanning (SEM) and trans-
mission (TEM) electron microscopy with the energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry (EDS) system for precise analysis of chemical composi-
tion. The result given in Fig. 1 show that in the first group of samples a
typical modulated microstructure typical for phase separation is regis-
tered, Fig. 1(a) with the characteristic scale of about 20–50 μm. The
second group also evidences phase separation at the microscopic level
however its morphology is drastically different. In the Cu-rich phase
small spherical Co-rich precipitations were detected, Fig. 1(b).

The third group of samples obtained by splat cooling yields the
modulated microstructure with a typical for spinodal decomposition
texture, Fig. 1(c). XRD confirms coexistence of two Cu and Co-rich
phases, Fig. 1(d), with a quasi periodic change of the chemical com-
position along any selected direction. Differently from two previous
groups the interface has a complex worm-like structure which proves
that the early or middle stage of separation was fixed experimentally. In
some parts of the cross section small Co-rich globular structures of
between 0.1 and 0.2 μm are detected in the bulk of the Cu-rich phase.
Such twisted structures were registered in different parts of the sample
and they are nearly oval with a diameter of about 0.29 μm in cross-
sections, Fig. 1(c). The periodicity defined as a mean distance between
two neighboring structures is about 0.4 μm.

Analysis by SEM using an InLens detector (secondary electrons)
provided more accurate microstructure characteristics, Fig. 1. The
average distance between Co-rich phases is 0.144 μm and the diameter

of Co-rich “worm” structure is about 0.087 μm. Independent verifica-
tion of these values was accomplished by TEM. After interpretation of
the TEM data an estimate of 0.100 μm is received for a diameter of the
Co-rich phase. The average TEM measured distance between the
structures is in the range between 0.120 an 0.170 μm. Thus, in Ref. [18]
it was demonstrated that early stages of phase separation in the liquid
state can be registered experimentally in rapid quenching of metallic
melts. In the present paper the data of experimental study [18] are
compared with the results of numeric simulation to reveal the me-
chanism of phase separation under non-isothermal conditions.

3. Model

The phase-field model of phase separation +L L L1 2 in the mis-
cibility gap is based [18,22] on the expression for the Gibbs free energy
change G suggested by Cahn et al. [23]

= = +G c c T g dV c g c T dV( , , ) 1
2

| | ( , ) ,tot c bulk
2 2

(2a)

= + +g c T T T c c c( , ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ,bulk c
2 4 6 (2b)

where c is the relative concentration of the second component equal to
the atomic fraction of Cu, =c c cc is the deviation from the critical
concentration c ,c c

2 is the gradient-term coefficient, T is temperature
and Tc is the critical temperature. The critical concentration and tem-
perature are defined as the c T( , ) point in the phase diagram where
phase separation is firstly expected during melt cooling. The im-
miscibility gap in the Co-Cu phase diagram [14] is located beneath the
liquidus. Below the bell-shaped binodal line a transition to phase in-
stability occurs following the + +L Co L L( ) 1 2 reaction. For the
Co-Cu alloy, the critical temperature and concentration are =T 1547c K
and =c 52.7c at.% correspondingly [14].

The first (gradient) term in the integrand of Eq. (2) defines the
density of excessive free energy at the interface between two phases. It
is proportional to the squared concentration gradient and inverse pro-
portional to the interface width squared. The bulk density gbulk was
chosen as a potential from the Landau–Devonshire theory which allows
analysis at larger deviations from the equilibrium state than the clas-
sical Gizburg–Landau potential [24] does. The potential in Eq. (2)(b) is
written as a Taylor expansion in the vicinity of the critical point as a
function of undercooling =T T Tc and c at <T Tc. The positive
coefficients , and of expansion are taken from [18].

The non-isothermal phase-field model accounting for fluctuations in
the concentration field c is given by

= +c
t

M Q t r·( ) ( , ), (3a)

= +c
g

c
· ,c

bulk2
(3b)

=T t T V t( ) ,c c (3c)

where M is the atomic mobility, is the chemical potential, Vc is the
cooling rate. The temperature of the melt is time-dependent but is
considered as uniform in the microscopic volume on the scale of phase
separation. Spatial uniformity of temperature is justified by a sub-
stantial difference in the characteristic scales of mass and heat trans-
port. Accounting for the typical for metal values of the diffusion coef-
ficient and thermal conductivity of D 10 9 m2/s and a 10 6 m2/s,
the lengths of concentration and temperature inhomogeneity are rea-
sonably estimated as D V/ and a V/ where V is the solidification or other
characteristic velocity. Therefore, a difference in three orders of mag-
nitude exists between the characteristic lengths.

Temperature fluctuations serve as a trigger mechanism to launch
phase separation initially. In the present work, concentration fluctua-
tions were instead included into the model. The term

=Q t Q t Qr r( , ) ( ) ( )t r in Eq. (3) is responsible for fluctuations of the
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chemical composition. The time dependent term Q t( )t has a -function
type and was activated every time when the temperature of the sample
decreases by 1 K. The space dependent term =Q r( )r 0 is defined using
as a random variable r( ) [0, 1] and the fluctuation amplitude 10 .
Thus at temperatures T Tc all fluctuations decays. Once the tem-
perature decreases below Tc, the system becomes metastable and un-
dergoes phase separation if a critical fluctuation develops.

All simulations were performed in 3D. The boundary-value problem
is defined by uniform concentration =c c0 and temperature =T Tc at

=t 0. The periodic boundary conditions yield continuity of the con-
centration and chemical potential at the opposite boundaries of the
cubic computational domain. Laminar convective field is imposed as-
suming a weak linear profile typical for multiphase flow in confined
geometries [25]. Therefore, the effect of convection on rapid phase
separation is negligible and the convective term is omitted in Eq. (3).

Thermophysical parameters used in calculations of phase separation
in Co–52.7 at.% Cu melt have been collected from literature and are as
follows: the liquidus temperature =T 1652m K [26], critical temperature

=T 1547c K [14], =c 52.70 (at.%) [14], density = 7662 (kg/m3) [26],
molar volume = ×V 7.91 10m

6 (m /3 mol) [27,18], absolute viscosity
=µ 0.0047 (Pa·s) [28], kinematic viscosity = ×6.1 10 7 (m2/s), sur-

face tension [26,28], = 1.3 (N/m) [29], and diffusion coefficient
=D 10 8 (m2/s) [30].
The model was solved in the direct space using the dimensional

space coordinates and time measured in meters and seconds corre-
spondingly. The dependent variables c and were scaled as c c/ c and

/ 0 where 0 is the estimated amplitude of the chemical potential.
This transformation is necessary in order to avoid an ill-conditioned
matrix in the numerical solution. The diffusion coefficient D and visc-
osity µ were used for calibrating of the phase field parameters. The
constant mobility M is calculated using =D M g/( )cc, where g( )cc
was found after thermodynamical assessment of the Co-Cu phase dia-
gram.

As shown in literature [31], the linear correlation between gen-
eralized forces and fluxes accounting for the Gibbs-Duhem equation
yields the nonlinear dependence of mobility on concentration
M c c c( ) (1 ). This effect is physically related to cross diffusion and
often is complicated by thermo-diffusion [32]. In the concentration
range around the initial concentration = =c c 0.527c at.% selected for
present simulation, the mobility varies slowly and moreover its de-
pendence is monotonic. It means that the dynamics of phase separation
is slightly decelerated at the latest stage when selection of the fast-
growing mode is already completed. Thus the results of simulations
with the constant and concentration dependent mobilities should be
similar. Other parameters of the phase-field model were chosen as
follows: = 18 J/(mol·K), =/ 120 K, =/ 1900 K,

= ×M 0.58 10 18 m5/(J·s), = 102 8 J/m, =g 600 J/mol, =L
500 2000 nm. Here L is the computational domain length. The model
(3) was solved using the commercial software Comsol MultiPhysics
[33] (licence No. 1056903).

The model was validated towards conservation of mass. The de-
viation of the mass balance was less than 0.001% with the eliminated
fluctuation term. The numbers of degrees of freedom in simulations
were ×3 105 and ×2 106 correspondingly within the domains 500 nm3

and 2000 nm3. The typical calculation time of all stages of phase se-
paration was 24 and 600 h at the memory consumption of 4 and 40 Gb
respectively. Postprocessing and evaluation of the correlation function
were done in MATLAB with the specially developed code.

4. Results

In experiments on phase separation in solids the structure factor Eq.
(1) is easily measured from low-angle X-ray scattering since the in-
tensity I is proportional to the structure factor S k t( , ). The intensity
depends on the angle of scattering which is reduced to the wave-
number k using Wulff–Bragg’s condition =k (4 sin )/ , where is the

Fig. 1. Microstructure of the EML processed Co50Cu50 samples obtained by rapid quenching with different cooling rates Vc. Reprinted from [18], Copyright 2013,
with permission from Elsevier. (a) Quenching from the undercooled state as a result of spontaneous or initiated solidification, V 10c

1 K/s. (b) Quenching through a
contact with a copper plate, V 10 10c

3 4 K/s. (c, d) Quenching in a splat-cooling device, V 10 10c
5 6 K/s with Co-rich “worm” structure where (c) is SEM using

an InLens detector (secondary electrons) and (d) Co and Cu-rich domains. The electron diffraction pattern in the inset corresponds to the Co-rich phase.
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wavelength of X-ray radiation. Due to low speed of phase separation is
solids, the kinetics of phase separation is easily tracked. In undercooled
melts, phase separation in the liquid state is completed in few micro-
second which does not allow in situmeasurements of S k t( , ). Hence, the
behaviour of the structural factor can be reconstructed only via com-
parison of theoretical calculations with the microstructure of as-soli-
dified samples.

In the present study, the diffusion Eq. (3) is solved in the direct (i.e.
not Fourier) space. Thus, comparison between the CH, LBM and present
models was done through the correlation length equal to the average
distance between local concentration maxima. For this purpose, the
two-point correlation function S r r(| |)0 defined by Eq. (1)b was first
calculated. Then the correlation coefficient Rk depicted in Figs. 2 and 3
was found according to

= =

=

= =

R c k

S c c c c V

c c c c

r r r

r r r r

r r r r

( ( )) , 2 /| |,

(| |) ( ( ) ¯) ( ( ) ¯)d ,

( ( ) ¯) d , ¯ ( ) d ,

k
S

V

V V

r r
0

0 0

(| |)

1

2 1 1

0
2

(4)

where k is the wave number. One can logically assume that the first
minimum of R k( )k corresponds to one half /2 of the correlation length

.
Fig. 2 shows the 3D distribution of c and R k( )k calculated for the

same run at different times. Evolution of Rk is calculated at a constant
undercooling =T 50 K in the domain of 500 nm3 which corresponds
to the scales observed experimentally in Fig. 1. The chosen time agrees
to the characteristic time = 0.98sep μs of phase separation [19] eval-
uated analytically. The correlation coefficient Rk has its first minimum
at r r| | 400 nm with further increase to 100 nm at later times that
matches well to the characteristic scale EXP in the range

100 200EXP nm observed in the micrograph. The first three solutions
in Fig. 2(b) correspond to the physical times of =t 0, 0.6 and 1.0 μs. In
this time range, the location of the minimum of Rk varies slightly be-
cause the fastest growing mode was already selected and the phase
separation proceeds actively. The last solution at =t 100 μs corresponds
to the next stage of separation when microstructure coarsening as a
result of minimization of the surface energy proceeds in the system.

For the validation of the present model, a comparison with CH and
LBM models was first done under isothermal conditions at different
undercoolings T in the range from 1 to 150 K. A summary of the
lengths m calculated with the different models is provided in Fig. 4.
Quantitatively, it is seen that the increase of T up to 150 K leads to the
drastic reduction of m for all models. The present model, CH and LBM

Fig. 2. Kinetics of phase separation calculated under isothermal conditions. The
undercooling =T 50 K is constant. The domain size is =L 5003 3 nm3. (a) Cross
section of the concentration field at time of =t 1 μs. (b) Two-point correlation
coefficient Rk given by Eq. (4) as a function of the distance r r| |0 between the
points and is calculated at the different times t. of separation.

Fig. 3. Kinetics of phase separation calculated under non-isothermal conditions.
The cooling rate is =V 10c

6 K/s. The domain size =L 20003 3 nm3. (a) Cross
section of the concentration field at time of =t 50 μs and an undercooling of

=T 50 K. (b) Two-point correlation coefficient Rk given by Eq. (4) as a
function of the distance r r| |0 between the points and is calculated at the
different times t. of separation.
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models exhibit an essential difference only in the vicinity of the critical
temperature, =T 1 K. It occurs due to the fact that these three models
have a different contributions into spinodal decomposition close to the
critical concentration and critical temperature. With the increase of T ,
the critical wavelength m given the maximum amplification rate is
comparable for all three models. This shows that the selected length of
spinodal structures is driven only by a deviation T from the critical
point for the investigated models.

Non-isothermal analysis was done under an assumption that fluc-
tuations of temperature have a larger wavelength comparing to the
wavelength of chemical composition in the selected computational
domain. Thus the temperature in the domain is a function of time and
spatially uniform, Eq. (3c)(c), and it was calculated with different
cooling rates Vc estimated from the experiments shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 yields the calculated kinetics of phase separation at a cooling
rate of =V 10c

6 K/s. The size of the computational domain is 2 μm3

which is one order of magnitude larger than the correlation length of
concentration inhomogeneity. Thus there are 10–15 modulations along
the edge of the computational domain and the domain was re-
presentative. At the moment of =t 50 μs the undercooling is equal to
50 K. The correlation function at different times in Fig. 3(b) has the first
minima at a constant value of =r r| | 900 nm. The concentrational
profiles analyzed at different times shows that the difference

c(max( (r)) min(c)) increases with time. It happens due to a shift of
the binodal concentrations of the L1 and L2 phases while the tem-
perature of melt decreases. Therefore, this behaviour is in agreement
with the non-isothermal CH model, where a constant wavelength is
predicted at the beginning of separation with high cooling rates [12].

The analysis of phase separation under non-isothermal conditions of
rapid quenching was performed at different cooling rates, Fig. 5. In this
case the undercooling is an alternating function T t( ) of time t. At

=V 10c
2 K/s, the first minimum of the two-point correlation function

S tr r(| |, )0 shifts to the right, the wave number km of the fastest mode
decreases as the undercooling of the sample increases and this beha-
viour agrees with the LBM model. Additionally, for all depicted curves
at V 10c

5 K/s the wave number first increases with time ( >k t/ 0m ).
Next, km (or m) achieves its maximum or minimum correspondingly,

= =k t t/ / 0m m , at selected undercoolings =T Tx , and then the

kinetics changes as such that the modulation length grows
( > <t k t/ 0, / 0m m ). This effect is registered in all calculations
with high cooling rates V 10c

5 K/s and is not an artefact from parti-
cular simulations. Therefore, at V 10c

5 K/s an unusual kinetics of
separation has been revealed, which by the author’s knowledge was not
reported earlier.

5. Discussion

The physical interpretation of the predicted effect is due to a change
of the balance of atomic fluxes of the components controlled by the
surface energy and back diffusion. Back diffusion is a process of atomic
diffusion which results in the growth of concentration fluctuations. In
the model, this effect is described by the first right-hand-side term in
Eq. (3b)b where the minus sign represents the back, i.e. reversed to
normal diffusion, direction of the process.

At the beginning of cooling, T t( ) is small thus the microstructure
with a large m is selected by the system because this is thermo-
dynamically preferable. The large m corresponds to the low or mod-
erate concentration gradient c| | is moderate. Therefore, the contribu-
tion of the gradient term in G is limited. Under further cooling, the
undercooling T t( ) of phase separation +L L L1 2 increases and the
relative contribution of the gradient term in G decreases. Thus, this
facilitates the formation of finely modulated microstructure with small

m which becomes now favourable in terms of the total free energy G.
At the intermediate stages, back diffusion promotes microstructure
coarsening and growth of m and this process is opposite to micro-
structure refinement. Thus, a balance of these diffusion processes de-
fines selection of the transient characteristic scale t( )m in time.

Under the isothermal conditions, the whole process of phase se-
paration is accompanied by growth of t( )m in time. Under the non-
isothermal conditions, t( )m first decreases and then starts to increase.
The characteristic time for completion of spinodal decomposition [19]
was estimates by us as 10sep

6 c. Since at cooling rates V 10c
3 K/s

phase separation occurs rapidly, it was difficult to measure experi-
mentally early stages of decomposition. Only quenching at >V Vc c
where =V T/ 10c sep

6 K/s allows to register the transients. Such
experiments with the Co50Cu50 alloy quenched at variable

= …V 10 10c
1 6 K/s were reported in [18], see Section 2. For comparison

with the experiment, simulations were done in the domains of 500 and
2000 nm3. The nominal composition of the alloy in calculations was
Co48Cu52 that corresponds to the critical composition for spinodal de-
composition [18]. Since under splat coolingVc is not measured directly,
it was estimated as V 10c

6 K/s through back-of-the-envelope calcula-
tions [18].

Comparison of the present model with the LBM model and experi-
mental data is given in Table 1, in which an average distance d1 be-
tween the probes with maximum Cu concentration and the second
distance d2 as the average length of the Cu-rich phase are shown. In the
present simulations, the microstructure length was chosen as a doubled
length of the first minimum of the autocorrelation coefficient, see
Fig. 2. In LBM, the length of microstructure was characterized by the
wavenumber km. According to Table 1, the good agreement of the
model simulations with experimental data is received at

=V 10 10c
5 6 K/s. Thus the present simulations have independently

confirmed the estimated cooling rate of V 10c
5 K/s in splat quenching

experiments [18] that supports accuracy of the developed phase-field
formalism.

6. Conclusions

Theoretical study of non-isothermal phase separation in Co-Cu melt
near the critical composition has been carried out under conditions of
rapid quenching. Microstructure analysis of the splats (processed in
EML and by splat quenching) evidences that the different stages of
phase separation are observed experimentally. To show this, the effect

Fig. 4. Comparison of the characteristic microstructure scale m of micro-
segregation calculated at isothermal conditions using the Cahn-Hilliard, Langer-
Bar-on-Miller and present models. The value of T gives an undercooling below
the critical temperature and at the critical concentration. The comparison is
performed at time of =t 10 4 s for =T 1, 10, 20 K and =t 10 6 s for

=T 50, 100, 150 K.
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of high cooling rates V 10c
2 K/s on the kinetics of phase separation in

the liquid state was studied computationally.
Results of the developed phase-field model have showed the

agreement with the classical CH and LBM models only within 30% and
revealed a so-called “two-directional kinetics”. Indeed, at cooling rates
V 10c

4 K/s the wave length m of microstructure qualitatively
changes its dynamics during continuous cooling, and the revealed effect
is explained by interplay of two different mechanisms of microstructure
selection. First, cooling of the sample facilitates decrease of the length

m due to reduction of the interface contribution in the overall balance
of the Gibbs free energy. Second, back diffusion in opposite facilitates
the growth of m. In case of small cooling rates V 10c

2 K/s or small
undercoolings T the second mechanism dominates thus the dynamic
structure factor can be described by the isothermal LBM model. At high
Vc the second mechanism is auxiliary since it is controlled by diffusion
of the components with a finite speed of diffusion of the order of

Fig. 5. Wave number km of the fastest growing mode as a function of the alternating undercooling T of the sample and cooling rate Vc. In this plot, T is a linear
function =t T V/ c of time t. Tx with x equal to the power of Vc represent the critical undercoolings where the time-derivative k t/m changes its sign. Comparison
with the isothermal LBM model at constant undercoolings of 1, 10 and 20 K is also provided. Analysis is performed in two calculation domains with a volume of (a)
500 nm3 and (b) 2000 nm3.

Table 1
Comparison of prediction LBM and SIM of the LBM and present models cor-
respondingly performed at different cooling rates Vc to the characteristic mi-
crostructure scale EXP registered experimentally [18]. The distance d1 is the
mean distance between neighboring spinodally decomposed patterns. The dis-
tance d2 is the width of Co-rich bands.

LBM Present simulation Experiment

LBM , nm Vc , K/s SIM , nm EXP , nm

÷33 52 106 82–93 SEM, InLens detector
105 190–210 = =d d140, 871 2

104 210–210 bright-field TEM:

102 450–450 =d (120–170)1 , =d 1002
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10 100 1 m/s. The developed analysis is in agreement with the theory
of continuously cooled liquids under phase separation [12] and extends
it to deeply undercooled melts under rapid quenching.
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